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We study a class J,(Q) of measures and the corresponding class of non-linear 
variational n-capacities, which are closely related to the study of hmits of solutions 
of non-linear Dirichlet problems in open sets with holes. In particular we prove that 
each measure p of the class ,K,(Q) is uniquely determined by its n-capacity. 
,(I, 1988 Academic Press. Inc 
We have recently studied in [6] the general form of the variational limits 
of sequences of minimum problems in open sets with holes of the form 
min 
{J 
n,E*.17x,Duw+~ Pdr}. (0.1) UE H: eta El,, R, Eh 
where Q is a bounded open subset of R”, n >/ 2, and (Eh) is a sequence of 
closed subsets of Q. We assume that f(x, {) is measurable in X, convex and 
p-homogeneous in 5, and that 
~,I~I”~f(-~,5)~~z151P 
for suitable constants 0 < c, < c2 < + CC and 1 < p < n. 
More precisely, denote by m,(g) the minimum value of (0.1) and sup- 
pose that the limit 
lim Mg) = m(g) (0.2) h - 35 
exists for every gE Lq(Q), l/p+ l/q= 1. Then, according to [6], there 
exists a non-negative Bore1 measure p on R such that 
m(g)= min {j f(r;,Du)~~+jnlUIPdl(+~~gydX) (0.3) 
ueH:, PIRI $2 
for every g E L”(Q). 
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The measure p occurring in (0.3) must vanish on all Bore1 subsets of Q 
with p-capacity zero, but may take the value + co on some Bore1 subset of 
Q with positive p-capacity. 
Note that condition (0.2) is satisfied in many non-trivial situations. 
Indeed, it can be proved that every sequence (E,,) of closed subsets of 52 
has a subsequence which satisfies (0.2) (see [6, Theorem 2.31). 
The problem is now to determine the measure p from the knowledge of 
the function f and of the sequence (Eh). An essential tool in this 
investigation is the notion of capacity of a set A c 8, relative to f, defined 
by 
C(f, A) = min 
i 
I f(x, Du) dx: u E H$ p(Q), u > 1 p-q.e. on A 
1 
. 
R 
Note that the p-capacity of a set A E Q coincides with the capacity of A 
relative to the function f(r) = 151”. 
It will be proved in a forthcoming paper that, if (0.2) and (0.3) hold, 
then 
lim C(f, An Eh)= min f(x,Du)dx+ j (l-u(Pd/l (0.4) h-s 4 
on a suitable class of Bore1 sets A c Q. Following [7,9], we are then led to 
define the p-capacity of a Bore1 set A c 52, relative to J by 
C(A p, A)= min (0.5) 
Thus, we can determine C(f, p, A) for every Bore1 set A for which (0.4) 
holds. 
Under an additional hypothesis on p, which is irrelevant for our problem 
(see [6, Proposizione 3.71) we can then determine C(f, ,u, B) for every 
Bore1 set BGQ. 
The purpose of this paper is to reconstruct p from the knowledge of 
C(f, p, B) for every Bore1 set B c_ 52. 
To this aim we study the properties of the measures ,u which vanish on 
all Bore1 subsets of Sz with p-capacity zero, and the properties of the 
corresponding p-capacities C(f, u, . ) considered as increasing set functions 
on the family a(Q) of all Bore1 subsets of Q. 
Our main result (Theorem 4.2) states that p is the least superadditive set 
function on g’(Q) which is greater than or equal to C(f, p,.). This allows 
us to express p(B) for every BE 5@(Q) by means of the formula 
P(B) = sup c C(f, c1, B,), 
rel 
(0.6) 
where the supremum is taken over all finite Bore1 partitions (B,),E, of B. 
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This is the crucial step in the proof of the equivalence between 
variational convergence and convergence of p-capacities (see [6, 
Theorem 3.101). Indeed, by using (0.6), it can be proved that (0.2) and 
(0.3) hold if and only if 
and 
C(.f, P, U) 2 lim sup C(f, K n E,) 
/I -a 3c 
for every pair (K, U) of subsets of Q, with K compact, U open, and KG U. 
When p = 2 and f is quadratic in r, i.e., 
formula (0.6) was obtained in two steps. First, assuming that p is finite on 
all compact subsets of S2, it was proved in [3] that 
(0.8) 
for p-a.e. x E 52, which implies easily (0.6). Then, using this result for Radon 
measures, one of us proved in [S] that (0.6) holds even if p takes the value 
+ CC on some compact subset of Q. 
Note that the proof of (0.8) for a Radon measure p under the 
assumption (0.7) relies heavily on the linearity of the Euler equation of 
(0.5). In particular, the original proof of (0.8) is based on the represen- 
tation of the solution of the minimum problem in (0.5) by means of the 
Green function relative to the operator 
Lu= - i D,(a,(x) Dp). 
1./=1 
The proof presented in this paper is new even in the case p = 2. It makes 
no use of the Euler equation and relies on some recent results about thin 
sets in non-linear potential theory due to Hedberg and Wolff (see [ 131). 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let Q be a bounded open subset of [w” and let p be a real constant with 
l<p< +,x. 
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For every compact set KG Sz we define the p-capacity of K bvith respect 
to Q by 
C,(K)=inf 
1 
j lD(plpdSx: ME%;, cpB 1 on K 
R 1 
This definition is extended to open sets (I c Q by 
C,( U) = sup { C,(K): K compact, Kc U}, 
and to arbitrary sets E E Q by 
C,(E) = inf(C,( U): iJ open, E E U}. 
The following proposition collects some well-known properties of the 
p-capacity (see [lo]). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The p-capacity C, satisfies the follokng properties: 
(a) C,C/zl) =O; 
(b) C,, is increasing i.e., C&E,) < C,( E,) tvhenever E, G E2 c Q; 
(c) if (E,,) is an increasing sequence of subsets of 52 and E = Uh E,,, 
then C,(E) = suph C,( E,,); 
(d) if (E,,) is a sequence of subsets of 52 and E E u,, E,, then 
C,(E) G L C,(& 1; 
(e) C, is a stronglll subadditive set function, i.e., 
Cp(E, ” Ed + C,(E, n&l G C,(E, I+ C,(E,) for every E,, E2 E 52. 
Let E be a subset of Q. If a property P(x) holds for all x E E, except for a 
set 2~ E with C,(Z) = 0, then we say that P(x) holds p-quasi everywhere 
on E (p-q.e. on E) or for p-quasi every x E E (for p-q.e. x E E). 
If E,, El are subsets of R and C,(E,\E?) = 0, we say that E, is contained 
in E, up to sets of p-capacity zero, and write E, E E, p-q.e. 
A set A c 52 is said to be p-quasi open (resp. p-quasi closed) in 52 if for 
every E > 0 there exists an open (resp. closed) set U E 52 such that 
C,(A a U) <E, where a denotes the symmetric difference and the 
topological notions are given in the relative topology of Q. 
It is well known that A is p-quasi open if and only if Q\A is p-quasi 
closed and that any countable union or finite intersection of p-quasi open 
sets is p-quasi open. 
A function f: 52 + R is said to be p-quasi continuous in Q if for every E > 0 
there exists a set E E Q with C,(B\E) < E such that the restriction off to E 
is continuous on E. 
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The notions of p-quasi upper and p-quasi lower semicontinuity are defined 
in a similar way. 
For every set E GQ we denote by 1, the characteristic function of E, 
defined by 1 Jx) = 1 if x E E, and 1 E(~) = 0 if I E Q\E. 
It is easy to check that a set E E Q is p-quasi open (resp. p-quasi closed) 
in Q if and only if 1, is p-quasi lower (resp. p-quasi upper) semicontinuous 
in 52. It can be proved that a function f: Q + R is p-quasi lower (resp. 
p-quasi upper) semicontinuous if and only if the sets {X E 8: f(x) > t } 
(resp. {x~Q:f(. ) x 2 t > ) are p-quasi open (resp. p-quasi closed) for every 
t E R (see, for instance, [ 11, 21). 
The following property of the p-capacity, known as the Kellogg property 
(see [ 131) will be crucial in the proof of our main result in Section 4. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that 1 < p 6 n. Then for every subset E of [w” and 
for every r > 0 we have 
C,(EnB,(x)) “‘PP”dp 
P n-F I P=+5 
for p-q,e. x E E. 
We denote by H’. P(Q) the Sobolev space of all functions in Lp(Q) with 
first-order distribution derivatives in L”(Q) and by Hk P(Q) the closure of 
%2(Q) in H’.P(Q). 
For every x E R” and every r > 0 we set 
B,(x)={y~R”:~x-yL’(<r), 
and for every Bore1 set BE R” we denote by (BI its Lebesgue measure. 
It is well known that for every function u E Hr. p(O) the limit 
1 
.!:+ 1 B,(x)1 s B,(.,, u(y) dJ 
exists and is finite p-quasi everywhere in Q. We make the following conven- 
tion about the pointwise value of a function u E H ‘, “(Q): for every x E 52 we 
always require that 
1 
s 
1 
!:I? (B,(x)1 ~,,r, 
uty)dy<u(x)<li~;p ,B,tx), I B,,xju(~)4~. (1.1) 
With this convention, the pointwise value u(x) is determined p-q.e. on Q 
and the function u is p-quasi continuous in R (see [lo] ). 
Remark 1.3. It can be proved that C,(E) = min{j, IDuJ p dx: 
u E Hi “(a), u 2 1 p-q.e. on E} for every E z 52. 
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2. THE CLASS OF MEASURES &JQ) 
We denote by g’(Q) the o-field of all Bore1 subsets of 52. By a Bore1 
measure on Sz we mean a non-negative countably additive set function 
p: B(Q) + [0, + co] such that ~(4) =O. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We denote by A’JQ) the class of all Bore1 measures ~1 
on Q such that p(B) = 0 for every BE B(Q) with C,(B) = 0. 
The set .&(Q) coincides with the set J&(Q) introduced in [7] and 
extensively studied in [9, 8, 3, 1, 5). 
We observe that the measures of the class A&Q) are not required to be 
regular nor a-finite, as the following examples show: 
(i) if 1 < p <n and n - p < o! <n, then the c+dimensional Hausdorff 
measure on 52 belongs to AJQ); 
(ii) if p>n, th en every Bore1 measure on Q belongs to J$,(Q); 
(iii) if p E yMP(Q) and f: 52 + [O, + a] is a Bore1 function, then the 
Bore1 measure fp defined by 
belongs to A$(Q); 
(iv) if p E&,(Q) and EE w(Q), then the Bore1 measure pE defined by 
PAW = AEn B) VB~c?iT(l2) 
belongs to A’JQ); 
(v) if EE a(Q), then the Bore1 measure co,, defined by 
if C&En B)=O, 
if C,(En B)>O, 
for every BE 93(Q), belongs to A$(Q). 
We now consider another family of Bore1 measures which belong to 
A%‘~(&?). Following [ 131, for every finite Bore1 measure p on Q we consider 
the non-linear potential WC of order p of p, defined for every x E Q by 
and the p-energy I; of ,u, defined by 
I;=j W,dp. 
R 
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DEFINITION 2.2. We denote by &$,(Q) the set of all finite Bore1 measures 
p on 52 with linite p-energy. 
Remurk 2.3. The Corollary of Theorem 1 in [13] guarantees that a 
finite Bore1 measure p on 52 belongs to &JQ) if and only if the linear 
functional 
is well defined and continuous on H’. “(I?‘). Therefore gP(Q) G JzJQ). 
In the rest of this section we study the support of the measures of the 
class A?J 52). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let p E A”(Q). Then there exists a p-quasi closed Bore1 
set FGQ such that 
(i) p(Q\F) = 0; 
(ii) if E is a p-quasi closed Bore1 set in B and p(Q\E) = 0, then F c E 
p-q.e. on l2. 
Proof. Weset K=(u~If’~~(B)nL”(Q):u~0p-q.e.onS2,u=Op-a.e. 
on Q}. Since H’. p(Q) is a separable metric space, there exists a sequence 
(uh) in K which is dense in K in the topology of H’, p(Q). We define the 
pointwise values of uh by 
F= {xEQ: u,=O for every hEN(). 
Since uh is a p-quasi continuous Bore1 function on 52 (see Section l), F is a 
p-quasi closed Bore1 set. To prove (i) we set 
where a,, = 2Ph( IIu,,)I~,,+,~~,+ jlu,llLXcn, + 1))‘. It follows that UE H1.P(Q)n 
L “(Q) and by the definition of u we get 
(xEE: u(x)>O} =Q\F. (2.2) 
Since u,, = 0 p-a.e. on Q, we obtain u = 0 p-a.e. on 52. Hence (2.2) implies 
p(Q\F) = 0, which proves (i). 
Now we prove (ii). Since E is p-quasi closed in Q, the function l,,, is p- 
quasi lower semicontinuous on Q. Then there exists an increasing sequence 
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(0’) of non-negative functions in H’, j’(Q) such that (u’) converges to l,, E 
p-q.e. on 52 (see, for instance, [4, Lemma 1.51). Fix i E IQ. Since u’ E K and 
(uh) is dense in K, there exists a subsequence (u,,~,) of (u,,) such that (zQ,,,) 
converges to o’ strongly in H’, p(Q). We may also assume that (u,(~,) 
converges to u’ p-q.e. on Q (see, for instance, [lo]). Then equality u,,~, = 0 
in F implies t” = 0 p-q.e. in F. Since (0’) converges to l,,,, p-q.e. on Q we 
get 1 *,, E = 0 p-q.e. in F. Hence FE E p-q.e. on 52. 1 
DEFINITION 2.5. A p-quasi closed Bore1 set F satisfying conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem 2.4 will be called a p-quasi support of p. 
It is clear that the p-quasi support of p is determined uniquely up to a set 
of p-capacity zero. 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let p E&$(Q), let F be a p-quasi support of p, and let 
UE H’, yi-2). zf u 2 0 p-a.e. on an open subset U of 52, then u > 0 p-q.e. on 
Fn U. 
Proof: Assume that u > 0 p-a.e. on the open set U. Since u E H’, J’(Q), 
we may suppose that u is p-quasi continuous and Bore1 measurable in Q. 
Therefore, the set {X E 52: U(X) 2 0} is a p-quasi closed Bore1 set in Q. Let 
E={x~U:u(~)~O}u(52\U)={.u~Q:u(x)~0ju(Q\U). The assump- 
tion u 2 0 p-a.e. on U yields p(Q\E) = 0. Since E is a p-quasi closed Bore1 
set in 52, by applying Theorem 2.4 we get FEE p-q.e.; thus, Fn UC 
(-YE U: u(x)>,O} p-q.e. This implies UZO p-q.e. on Fn U. 1 
3. A CLASS OF VARIATIONAL CAPACITIES 
Let us fix a function f: Q x IR" -+ [w and two constants 0 < c, 6 c2 < + co 
which satisfy the following conditions: 
f(x, 5) is Lebesgue measurable in x and convex in 5; (3.1) 
c,Irl"~f(x~4)~CZ(1 +li;'l") for every (x, 5) E Q x R”; (3.2) 
fkO)=O for every x E Q. (3.3) 
For every set E E 52, the capacity of E in 52, relative to f, is defined by 
C( f, E) = min f (x, Du) d.u: u E H $ J’(Q), u Z 1 p-q.e. on E 
I 
. (3.4) 
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Moreover, for every p E Jlt,(Q) and for every BE .9?(Q), the ,a-capacity of 
B in Q, relative toJ is defined by 
C(L P, B) = mjv, f(x, Du)dx+ j (3.5) 
UEHg‘ ( J B 
The minimum in (3.4) (resp. in (3.5)) is attained by the lower semicon- 
tinuity of the functional in the weak topology of If; P(Q). 
Remark 3.1. Using notation from example (v) of Section 2, if p = XI,, 
then C(h CT~, B) = C(J B) for every BE 3(Q). 
The following theorem collects the main properties of the p-capacity, 
relative to A for an arbitrary p E J?‘~(Q). 
THEOREM 3.2. For eoery p E yip rhe set funcrion C(f, p,.): 39(Q) -+ 
[0, + ~cj ] sarisfies the following properties: 
(a) C(fi1-4 0)=(X 
(b) C(J P, B,) d C(f, ,u, B,) wheneoer B,, B2 ES?(Q), B, G B,; 
(c) if (Bh) is an increasing sequence in a(Q) and B= Uh B,, then 
‘X ~7 B) = SUP/, C(f, P, 4,); 
(d ) if ( Bh ) is a sequence of Bore1 sets of Q and B E Uh B,, then 
C(f, P, B) d L W ~1, B,); 
W CCf, P, B, CJ B2) + CL6 P, B, n W 6 CCL P, B,) + CM P, B,) for 
every B,, B, E &?(a); 
(f) C(f, p, B) <p(B) for eoery Beg(Q). 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is completely analogous to the proof of 
Theorem 2.9 in [S]. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let ~EJ$(Q) and let Bea such that 
C(A p, B) < + w. Then every solution u of the minimum problem (3.5) in the 
definition of C(x p, B) satisfies the inequalities 0 Q u < 1 p-q.e. on 8. 
Proof. First of all let us show that for every u E Hk P(Q) we have 
I{u>l}l >O=I{Du#O}n(u> l}l>O. (3.6) 
We proceed by contradiction. Assume that I {u > 1 } 1 > 0 and Du = 0 a.e. 
on {u > 1). Let u = u A 1. Then, 
Dv= 
Du a.e. on {u < 1 }, 
0 a.e. on (u> l}, 
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hence Du = Do a.e. on 52. Since u, v E Hk J’(Q) one obtains u = v a.e. on Q. 
Thus, u d 1 a.e. on Q, in contradiction to our assumptions. This proves 
(3.6). 
Now, let u be a solution of the minimum problem (3.5) and let v be 
defined as above. Assume I {U > 1) I> 0. Then (3.6), together with the 
inequalityf(x, Du)3C,IDulp>0 on {Du#O}, implies 
J f(x, Du) dx > 0. :U>l) 
Therefore 
j 
R 
f(x, DWx+fB I#- lIp&>~ 
jua I) 
f(x, Du)dx+J’n Iu- lIpdp 
2 .F, f(x, Do) dx + j-B I v - 1 I p dp, 
which contradicts the minimality of U. Thus, it must be 1 {u > 1 } 1 = 0, which 
implies that u < 1 P-q.e. on 52. 
The proof of the inequality u 2 0 P-q.e. on Q is completely analogous. 1 
To study the properties of the solutions of the minimum problem (3.5) 
we use the following comparison lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let X be a lattice and let F, H,, Hz: X+ ]- cx), + a] be 
functions satisflling the following conditions: 
(a) for every u, v E X 
F(u v v)+F(u A v)<F(u)+F(c); 
(b) for every u, v E X 
H,(u A v) + H,(u v v) < H,(u) + H,(v). 
Assume that u, and u2 are minimum points in X of the functionals F+ H, 
and F+ Hz, respectively, and that F(u,)+ H,(u,)< +co. Then u1 v u2 is a 
minimum point of F + H,. 
iA in addition, u2 is the greatest minimum point of F+ Hz, then u, < u2. 
Proof: If F+ H, is identically + CD, then the proof is trivial. Otherwise, 
we have 
F(u,)+H,(u,)<F(u, A u2)+H,(u, A u2) (3.7) 
F(u,) + H,(u,) < F(u, v ur)+ Hz(u, v uz). (3.8) 
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By adding these two inequalities and taking (a) and (b) into account we 
have 
F(u,) + F(u,) + H,(u,) + Hduz) 
bF(z.4, A u2)+F(14, v u,)+H,(u, A “~)$H,(U, v 242) 
~F(u,)+F(u,)+H,(u,)+H,(u,)< +x,. (3.9) 
Then (3.7) (3.8), and (3.9) give the equality 
F(uz) + H,(b) = F(u, v u*) + HJu, v UZ), 
which implies that u, v uI is a minimum point of F+ Hz. The last assertion 
of the lemma is trivial. 1 
To apply Lemma 3.4 to the minimum problems (3.5) we need the follow- 
ing lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Ler p E ~k’~(s2) and X= (UE Hip(Q): 0 < u6 1 p-q.e. on 
Q}. Let F(u) = ~nf(~~, Du) ds, H,(u) = fB, (1 - u)p dp, and H,(u) = 
je, (1 - uY dp> w zere 1 B, , B, E a(Q) and B, c B,. Then F, H, , and H, satisfy 
the assumptions (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.4. 
Proof: Condition (a) in Lemma 3.4 is a well-known property of first- 
order integral functionals on Sobolev spaces (it follows, for instance, from 
Lemma 7.6 in [ 121). To verify (b) we have to prove that 
.BI 
(l-rr~~‘)~d~+j~~(l-uv(i)~d~ 
6 j~,(l-~)~d~+j~~(l-u)~dll Vl4, u E x. 
Obviously. 
i (l-uvu)Pdp= (I-uWdp+’ & s 
(l-u v tl)pdp. 
BI J & AI 
Since 
I El 
(I-uu~)Pdp+j (l-uv~)~dp=j 
BI & 
(l-u)pdp+jB,(l-u)pdp 
and 
j (l-u)‘dp+j (l-c)“dp 
BI .R 
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it remains to prove that 
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and this follows from the fact that the function x(t) = (1 - t)” is decreasing 
on the interval [0, 11. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let ,u E ,,Mp(Q) and let BE&?(Q) such that 
C(J p, B) < + %. Then there exists a minimum point u qf (3.5) in HA, p(Q) 
such that u > 11 p-q.e. on f2 for every other minimum point u of (3.5). 
Proof: Let K be the set of the minimum points of problem (3.5). By 
Proposition 3.3 we have K E {u E HA, P(R): 0 6 u < 1 on Sz}. By applying 
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 with B= B, = Bz we get u, v u2 E K whenever 
ui, u2 E K. Since Hi p(Q) is a separable metric space there exists a sequence 
(u,~) in K which is dense in K. Let uk = sup, ..h<k v,,. The property just 
proved yields uk E K. Since C(.J p, B) < + cc, the coerciveness off (con- 
dition (3.2)) implies that (uk) IS bounded in Hip(Q). The sequence (uk) 
being increasing, it converges pointwise and weakly in H$ p(Q) to a 
function u E Hi J’(Q). By lower semicontinuity we have u E K. Now let u E K. 
z,“,‘ree ;xists a subsequence (u,,~,) of (L’~) which converges to ~1 in HA* p(Q). 
o,h, d u,,,,) for every h, we get 11 <u p-q.e. on 52. This proves the 
proposition. 1 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let p~~@~b(Q) and BESY(Q) with C(A ,u, B) < + 0~). 
We define the p-capacitary potential us of B in 52, relative to J as the 
unique function u E Hk p(Q) given by Proposition 3.6. 
Finally, we show the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let p E A’JQ) and let B,, B, E g(Q) M+th B, G B, and 
C(f; p, B2) < + ccj. Then us, d us2 p-q.e. on Q. 
Proof: It follows immediately from Proposition 3.3 and from Lemmas 
3.4 and 3.5. 1 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we prove an explicit formula which enables us to 
reconstruct a measure p E A$(Q) from the corresponding p-capacity 
relative to f: 
We begin with a lemma from measure theory proved, for instance, in 
[S, Lemma 4.11. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let CC B(Q) + [0, + XI] be a set function such that 
u(0) = 0 and let ;1 be the least superadditive set function on W(Q) which is 
greater than or equal to CC Then for every BE 98(Q) we have 
&B)=sup c a(B,), 
ret 
(4.1) 
where the supremum is taken over all finite Bore1 partitions (B,),, , of B. 
If, in addition, c1 is countably subadditive, then A is a Bore1 measure. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem, which states that, 
for an arbitrary p E AP(sZ), 1 < p < n, the measure p is the least super- 
additive set function which is greater than or equal to C(f, p,. ) on a(Q). 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that 1 < p d n and let p E AJQ). Then for every 
BE 98( 0) we have 
~(B)=sup 1 CUP, B,), 
LEI 
(4.2) 
where the supremum is taken over all finite Bore1 partitions (B,),, t of B. 
Proof By Theorem 3.2 the set function C(L p,. ) is countably sub- 
additive on g(Q) (property (d)) and satisfies C(f, p,#) = 0 (property (a)), 
Let 2 be the least superadditive set function on 9(Q) which is greater than 
or equal to C( f, p, .) on a(Q). By Lemma 4.1, 2 is a Bore1 measure and 
A(B) equals the right-hand side of (4.2) for every BE&?(Q). Therefore we 
have to prove that ,I= p. 
Since C(f, p,.) <p on g(Q) (Theorem 3.2(f)), the minimality of 1 
implies that I <p. hence 
CM PL, B) d A(B) G P(B) for every BE 33(Q), (4.3) 
and 1 E J%‘JQ). It remains to show that p d 1. We shall prove this in several 
steps. 
Step 1. Assume that ~E$(SZ) (Definition 2.2). Then (4.3) implies that 
A is absolutely continuous with respect to p. Therefore, by the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem, there exists a Bore1 function g: Sz + [0, l] such 
that 
A=gp. (4.4) 
The proof of Theorem 4.2, in this case, is accomplished if we show that 
g = 1 p-a.e. on Q. 
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We proceed by contradiction: Let us suppose that p( {xEQ: 
g(x) < 1 }) > 0. By the continuity of ,U along increasing sequences there 
exists E > 0 such that 
p({x,Q: g(x)< 1 -E})>O. (4.5) 
We set E = (~~52: g(x) < 1 -E}. Let ,u~ be the measure defined in example 
(iv) of Section 2, i.e., ,uJB) = p(E n B) for every BE &Y(Q). Then pEe eb(Q). 
By taking (4.3) and (4.4) into account we get 
c(f,p,,B)=C(f,~,EnB)&d(EnB)=~~~~gd~ VB E c@(Q). 
Thus the definition of E and pE imply that 
CCL pm B)GjEnB gd~~(l-E)~(EnB)=(l-E)~~(B) VB E 6@(Q). 
(4.6) 
We denote by uB, the pLE-capacity potential corresponding to B, e~?if(SZ) in 
Q, relative to f (Definition 3.7). Since f(x, Du) 2 0 for every x E 51, we get 
~PAB,)-P I B, UE,~PE 
for every B1 E g(Q). Taking (4.6) into account with B = B,, it follows that 
This yields 
Therefore 
where c3 = .zJp > 0. As we have seen in Section 3, by Proposition 3.8 we get 
B, E B, * uB, d uB2 p-q.e. (4.8) 
580!79/2-16 
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for B, Em. Note that C(J p, B,) -c + m for every B,EB(Q), since 
C(f, p,.) <p on g’(Q) and ~EG$,(Q). Therefore (4.8) and (4.7) imply 
for every B,, B, E 9(Q) with B, G B,. Thus, for every B, E 99(Q) we obtain 
US? 3 c3 p-a.e. on B,. (4.10) 
Let F be a p-quasi support of pE (Definition 2.5). By applying Theorem 2.6 
we have 
UL’2 C) p-q.e. on Fn U 
for every open subset U of Q. By Remark 1.3 we have 
so we obtain from (4.6) 
c,c;C,(FnWdC(f,~~, WG(~-E)PAU). 
Therefore, there exists a constant cq = c~(E, p, cr ) > 0 such that 
C,(Fn U) Q c,~.dU) for every open subset U of G?. (4.11) 
Then 
1 “(pP”dp -<cyfP-l) &BP(x)) v’~- ” dp (4.12) P P n-P 1 7 
whenever B,(x) zQ. The right-hand side of (4.12) is finite ,u&a.e. on Q 
since pEegp(SZ). On the other hand, the left-hand side of (4.12) is infinite 
pE - a.e. on F by Theorem 1.2. Therefore, pE( F) = 0, hence pE = 0, which 
implies p(E) = 0 and contradicts (4.5). This shows that g= 1 p-a.e. on Q 
and concludes the proof of Step 1. 
Step 2. Assume that p is a Radon measure of the class Mp(Q). By 
Theorem 2.2 in [4] there exist a Radon measure v with VE&“(Q) and a 
non-negative Bore1 function $: Q + [0, + 00 [ such that 
~W=j/b-‘v for every BE a(Q). 
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Let us define the Radon measure pk = ($ A k) v, for k E fU Then pLk E6$(Q). 
Since pk < ,u, it follows that C(f, pk;) < C(J p,.) < 1 on a(G), where 1 iS 
the measure defined at the beginning of the proof. 
By applying Step 1 to pk E gP(Q), we have 
c(jt pk, B) d Uk(B) G A(@ for every BE a(Q) 
and this implies that p(B) Q 1(B) for every BE &J(Q). 
Srep 3. Assume FE&$(Q). Recall that we have to show that p 611 on 
a(Q). To prove this inequality, we fix a Bore1 set E G 52. If A(E) = + co, the 
inequality is trivial. If l(E) < + cc, we consider the measures ~1~ and II, 
defined in example (iv) of Section 2. Note that lE is finite on a(Q) and 
that C(f, pE, B) = C(J p, En B) for every BE g(Q). 
Therefore, 
for every BE g(R). By Step 2 this implies that pE < ,JE on a(Q). 
Hence 
~(0 = PAW G a,(E) = 4~9. 
Since this is true for every Bore1 set E in 52, we get p < 2 on a(Q). The 
proof of Theorem 4.2 is so accomplished. m 
Theorem 4.2 is false if we drop the hypothesis p < n, as the following 
example shows. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Assume p > n. Let x0 E 52 and 6, be the Dirac measure at 
the point x0. Then 8,~ JJQ) (example (ii) in Section 2). It is clear that 
C(f, 6.+,, B) = a 6,(B) for every BE&?(Q) with c1= C(f, 6,, {x0}). We shall 
prove that c1< 1, which contradicts the assertion of Theorem 4.2. 
To this aim, given WE Hk p(Q), we define the function Q(t) = 
jn f(x, tDw) dx + 11 - tw(xJ p on the interval [0, 11. By our assumptions 
on f we get Q(O) = 1. Moreover, @ is convex on [O, 11. Our goal is to 
prove that @‘(O+) < 0 for a suitable choice of the function w. In fact, from 
this inequality it follows that 0 is not a solution of the minimum problem 
in the definition of C(f, 6,, {x0}) and therefore a < G(O) = 1. 
Iff(x, <) is differentiable with respect o [ for a.e. x E a, then @‘(O + ) < 0 
for every ME%‘; with MJ(x~)>O. In fact, (3.3) together with (3.2) 
ensures D&x, 0) = 0 for a.e. x E Q; so @‘(O + ) = -pw(x,) < 0. 
In the general case, the convexity assumption (3.1) and the boundedness 
condition (3.2) imply that f(x, 5) is locally Lipschitz with respect to 5, 
uniformly in x. Since f(x, 0) = 0, there exists a constant k = k(c*, p) such 
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that f(x, 5) < kI< 1 whenever 151 < 1. Furthermore, given x,, E 0, we can 
establish without difficulty the existence of a function w E Wr(Q) satisfying 
the inequality ID IDwl dx < (l/k) pw(x,,). 
Let us take this function w in the definition of @ and let us prove that 
@‘(Of) < 0. By taking $(t) = kt Jn IDwI dx + 11 - tw(x,)l p, we get that 
$(O) = 1 and @j(t) 6 $(t) whenever 0 < t< l/max)Dwl. Since $‘(O’) = 
k Jn IDwl dx - pw(x,) < 0 for our choice of w, we obtain @‘(Of ) < 0. 
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